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PROJECT OVERVIEW
Unlike data-intensive industries in the private-sector, school districts rarely have powerful, sophisticated data warehouses to store and report on critical data. To build such a data warehouse for the Cherry Creek School District in Colorado, the district’s IT staff worked to quickly and accurately design the architecture for its data warehouse, rapidly create datamarts, and ensure the district would have advanced reporting capabilities to enhance many aspects of its operations. The Cherry Creek School District is the fourth largest in Colorado. Its 7,400 employees serve nearly 50,000 students, and district enrollment has increased 40 percent over the past decade. The district comprises 38 elementary schools, 10 traditional middle schools and six traditional high schools. The district had a relational database, but the Cherry Creek IT unit made a persuasive business case for building a true data warehouse, importing all student data on attendance, grades, disciplinary history, medical information, schedules and demographics. Other data such as scores on standardized tests would also be added. The group began building the data warehouse, which would eventually measure 160GB with 25 dimension tables and 13 fact tables, with the largest fact table having 320 million rows of data. To track progress and establish milestones, the group set a goal of building another datamart every 20 days. Kirk Reuter, data warehouse specialist, Cherry Creek School District explains, “We would conform the dimensions for the data and keep them consistent, so each time you started a new datamart, it was already partially built—and it took less and less time to build each successive datamart. We used technology to help more by making it easy to track the lineage of columns from the imported source data into the new database and make sure everything transferred correctly.” Mantis’ Vickery relates a story around one of these 20-day sprints, “We always worked in the same room during these projects, so during one of these XP pair programming sessions, two of us were focused on PowerDesigner modeling, and the other two were examining the semantic layer. We noticed one of the attributes was missing in the semantic layer, and alerted the other two team members who then used the PowerDesigner mapping editor to propagate the missing attribute from the OLTP database to
the ODS and finally the data warehouse. Proper data lineage was preserved.”

**SOCIETAL BENEFITS**

Even given the budgetary restrictions facing schools throughout the United States in the past few years, the Cherry Creek School District’s IT department was able to find a solution that enabled them to put students first.

**PROJECT BENEFIT EXAMPLE**

The district has already loaded into the data warehouse the data residing in PowerSchool, a web-based transactional Student Information System (SIS) that provides up-to-date information to school administrators, teachers, parents and students about student attendance and grade history, as well as notes and comments from teachers. “Should there be an upgrade to PowerSchool, which is the source system for most of our data, we can use PowerDesigner to reverse engineer that database, and in just a few minutes we can see, for example, that the data type of a column has been changed and that the change needs to flow through to our data warehouse,” says Jim Egan, Mantis Data Architect and ETL Developer. “We rely heavily on the visual schemas,” says Wes Pembrook, data warehouse project manager, Cherry Creek School District. “We would post a number of physical diagrams and star schema on the walls in our office and put the dimensions of the datamarts in the same places. It made it easy to see where data was coming from and going, and helped everyone visualize the data architecture.” "Mantis has been extremely beneficial with their experience,” says Reuter, “and PowerDesigner has really helped us stay on schedule with those 20-day sprints. For instance, we'd project models of all three databases — the PowerSchool OLTP database, the operational data store (ODS), and the data warehouse — and we'd develop right there on the screen, using PowerDesigner’s mapping editor.” Adds Egan, “At times, we would have to change data types and we could simply pull up the list of columns, sort them by data type, and immediately alter the column datatypes — across multiple tables — right there on one screen. There were so many ways we used this to stay within that 20-day window.” The group also used the reverse engineering feature in PowerDesigner to ensure that nothing was added to the database that wasn't in the data model. "That alone saves the tedious work of going to original sources to do that verification," says Egan. “Many of the databases the district acquired or built from scratch do not have an accessible datamodel. We can use the reverse engineering capabilities in PowerDesigner to model them and then map the data from the transactional systems into our warehouse, where we are conforming all our dimensions.”

Looking ahead, the group anticipates that the district’s data architect team will use PowerDesigner to reverse engineer all the data residing in other databases so it can be incorporated into the central repository and documented. “That will give us a tremendous benefit in our state reporting,” says Pembrook, “because it has been hard to establish where the data in a report is coming from. That will be greatly simplified with a central repository that allows us to trace data to its source.”

**IS THIS PROJECT AN INNOVATION, BEST PRACTICE?** Yes

**ADDITIONAL PROJECT INFORMATION**

From an organizational standpoint the district can now rapidly incorporate data from different sources into its data warehouse and create ad hoc and custom reports that help identify trends, correlate performance factors, and make financial decisions. Looking at the project overtime has shown additional benefits that were not originally anticipated. These unexpected
benefits also proved to be the most impactful. This new found efficiency in tracking its students has enabled Cherry Creek School District to focus more time, resources and energy into its students. With an entire school district full of thousands of educators and mentors, an extra few minutes for each teacher in front of a computer adds up to hundreds of hours per school year that could have been better spent with a student. With a growing pool of students –most staying in the same district from kindergarten through graduation it is vital to track important data on each student. This information helps the district allocate money to the most needed areas of its organization, provide statistics or reports to its board of education, parental organizations as well as the U.S. Dept of Education etc. Also notable is that all of these outstanding benefits were realized on a shoestring budget.